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The Rote of Technological Progress and Economic Competence III Economic 
Growth: A Micro-to-Macro Analysis 

by Bo Carlsson and Erol Taymaz 
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106, U.S.A., and lndustrial 
Institute for Economic and Social Research (lUI), Stockholm, Sweden 

Abstract 

Economic growth requires both technological progress and economic competence. 
Technological ch ange is orten represented as (exogenous) outward shifts in the 
production possibility frontier (opportunity set) over time. The forces which generate 
and push out the production possibility frontier may be referred to as a T ec h n of ogi ca l 
System. This paper focuses on economic competence, i.e., the ability of firms or 
other cconomic agents to take advantage of the business opportunities to which the 
produttion possibility frontier gives rise, or to influence the opportunity set itself, and 
on thc importance and implications of interaction between technological systems and 
cconomic competence, i.e. the relationship between pushing out and exploiting the 
opportunity set. The analysis relies on extensive use of the micro-based macroeconomic 
~imulation model of the Swedish economy (MOSES). 

In the first part of the paper it is shown that in a ten to fifteen-year perspcctivc, very 
substantiai technological progress is required in order to yield the same macroeconomic 
results as fairly modest increases in economic competence. In other words, thc allocarion 
of rcsources with in the production possibility frontier is at least as important as pushing 
oul the frontier. 

In the second part of the paper, a more thorough analysis of certain aspects of 
economic competence and their role in the macroeconomy is undertaken. An important 
implication of the results, if borne out in further analysis, is that while it cannot be 
dcnied that technological progress is essentiai for economic growth, thc ability of firms 
to lake advantage of the business opportunities generated by new technology is probably 
just as important. And whilc thcre is still a gap in our understanding of the linkagcs 
hetween technological progress and economic growth. the gap is even wider when il 
comes to understanding the role and nature of economic competence in economic 
growth. In fact, our study has just begun, and this paper represents only one of the first 
steps of what is likely to bc a long journey. 

Another implication is that it might be advisable to shift the f ocus of economists and 
public policy makers away f rom being almost exclusively oriented towards generating 
technological progress towards being more concerned with the exploitation of business 
opportunities. 1t is suggestive that even though the United States outspent its economic 
rivals in industrial R&D f or several decades, other countries, particularly j apan but also 
other countries sucb as Sweden, took advantage of new technology created in the United 
States, sometimes with more success than the American firms. 
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resources, if they are poorly organized or coordinated, and if they do not adapt easily 
and costlessly to changes in their environment - diff erences in the perf ormance of firms 
(at least within the same industry or line of business) may be explained mainly by 
differenees in economie competence.2 In addition, it is no longer possible to assume that 
an outward shift of the production possibility frontier necessarily results in increased 
economic activity or improved economic performance. 

The basic idea of the present paper is to explore the importance and implications of 
interaction between technological systems and economic competence, i.e. the relationship 
between pushing out and exploiting the opportun ity set. The analysis relies on extensive 
use of the micro-based macroeconomic simulation model of the Swedish economy 
(MOSES). Space does not allow a full presentation here, but a brief overview of the 
model is provided in the Appendix; for a more detailed presentation, see Eliasson (1978, 
1985), Albrecht et al. (1989), and Taymaz (1991). 

2. Technical Progress vs. Economic Competence 

In a previous paper (Carlsson 1991), an analysis was made of the relative importance 
f or investment, productivity, and economic growth at the industry and macroeconomic 
levels of the rate of technical progress on one hand vs. various aspects of economic 
competence on the other. The rate of technological progress was represented by the 
(exogenous) rate of growth of best-practice labor productivity in each industry, given 
that the degree of technical efficiency varies among firms. Economic competence was 
represented by differences among firms in investment behavior resulting from their 
having different expectations and varying willingness and ability to finance investment 
by borrowing. 

The impact of changcs in the rate of technical progress was explored in one set of 
simulations. The basic question was, what would be the rate of technical progress 
required to generate the rate of increase of labor productivity in each sector similar to 
that actually observed in the early 19805, assuming that the initial labor productivity in 
cach firm was the same as in a previous base year (1976)? The conc\usion was that. 
ceteris paribus, it takes a very large increase indeed in thc rate of technical progress 
in the modd in order to generate the kinds of macroeconomic growth rates observed in 
the real world. (The simulations we re generally allowed to fUn for 25 years.) The main 
constraint appear5 to be the slowness of investment activity to react to increased 
incentives in the f orm of increased productivity associated with new investment. 

These results were compared to those of a second set of experiments in which each 
of two parameters influencing investment behavior of firms was varied while holding the 
rate of technological progress constant. The conclusion drawn from this set of 
simulations was that when firms are made more sensitive to their recent profitability 
performance and to their current capacity utilization rate, their investment behavior 
changes in predictable ways -- but the resulting changes in macroeconomic performance 

2 Thus, economic competence includes, but is not confined to, the notion of X-efficiency as stated 
by Leibenstein (1966; see also Carlsson, 1972). 
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are not easily predicted. What happens at the macro level in terms of investment, output, 
and productivity growth depends on initial conditions and on the degree of diversity 
among firms. 

The comparison of the results of these simulations showed that the conditions which 
determine resource allocation among firms and plants within each industry (including 
technical inefficiency) are more important in determining the labor productivity at the 
sector level than the rate of technical progress as reflected in the rate of change of best
practice technology. In other words, the distribution of investment and production among 
plants inside the production frontier is more important than shifts of the frontier, at 
least over a 1O-2S-year period. 3 It takes very substantiai changes in the productivity 
rates of best-practice technology to achieve the same results as those obtained through 
relatively modest changes in the parameters determining investment allocation among 
firms within industries. 

There are several implications of this. One is that a high investment leveJ is not 
necessarily more desirable than a lower one. This is true particularly if, as is usually the 
case, "investment" refers to physical capital (plant, machinery, and equipment) only. lt 
has been shown, at least for Sweden, that the amount of resources devoted to research 
and development in manufacturing is now of the same magnitude as that devoted to 
physical capital (Carlsson et 01.,1981). If other intangible resource accumulation (such 
as in international marketing) is also considered, physical capital can be seen to playan 
even less important role. Similar trends are obscrvable in other countries as weil. 
(OECD, 1986, p. 21.) 

Another implication is that a high productivity growth rate is not necessarily more 
desirable than a lower one. Productivity per se is really of limited interest and is not 
generally viewed as a target by firms; what is morc important is the resulting impact on 
output growth (particularly as reflected in market share growth) and, above all, 
profitability. 

Thc analysis also demonstrates the well-known but often forgotten fact that 
productivity growth is at best only apartial indicator ()f economic perl ormancc even at 
the macroeconomic level. Effectiveness (doing the right thing) is more important than 
cfficiency (minimum resource use for given output) or productivity (maximum output for 
given input use). The experience of the Swedish shipyards in the 1970s is a pcrfect 
illustration: they were highly efficient in making products which no one wantcd! 

A furthcr implication, of particular importance for the present paper, is that if 
technological progress by itself is not sufficient and if il needs to be combined with 
economic competence on the part of various agents in order to generate economic 
growth, it is necessary to explore further what it is that constitutes economic 
competence, and how it relates to macroeconomic performance. 

3 This result confirms the findings of previous studies by Nishimizu and Page (1982) and F0rsund 
& Hjalmarsson (1987). 
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3. The Role of Economic Competence 

The aspects of economic competence mentioned so far are fairly limited in scope: 
they basicaJly involve the ability of firms to finance investments and to take calculated 
risks. Carlsson & Elias&on (1991) define economic (or business) competence more 
broadiyas the ability of firms to generate and take advantage of business opportunities. 
More specifically, business competence is viewed as consisting of strategic (selective) 
capability, organizational (coordinating, integrative) ability, functional (operational) 
capability, and adaptive (learning) ability. 

White work is in progress to model economic competence more fuUy in MOSES, we 
report here some early results of these eff orts. The idea is to indicate the kinds of 
analysis that can be perf ormed even with out more elaborate re-formulation of the model. 
We focus here on three sets of experiments or simulations, each set representing one 
aspect of economic competence. The first experiment simulates what would happen if 
some firms were to increase their "investment efficiency" (INVEFF), i.c. their 
incremental output/capital ratio. Such an increase may be the result of a variety of 
changes including vertical disintegration (e.g. in the form of focusing on certain core 
businesses while divesting non-core businesses), a shift to more 'downstream' 
investment, enhancement of efficiency and capacity utilization through e1iminalinn of 
bottleneeks, and generally "tighter" management. 

The second experiment involves raising the level of labor productivity a~~{)cialed 
with new capital in some firms (MTEC). Via more astute management, bettcr luck in 
drawing from the opportunity set (perhaps as a result of higher yield on internai RA: {) 

efforts or better utilization of innovations made by others), and similar factors. firm~ ;lfe 
in a position to take better advantage of best practice technology. 

The third set of simulations focuses on the benefits of increased flexibility as 
represented by a reduction in the amount of time required to convert inputs into output. 
as weil as the level of work-in-process (WIP) inventories (measured as a perccnla?:c of 
quarterlyoutput). 

3.1 Invcs[mcll[ Efficicncy (fNVEFF) 
Five experiments were run to analY/e thc cffects of the invcstmcnt compclcncc of 

the engineering industries on performance. The INVEFF (incrcmental output/capital 
ratio) was used to represent the investment competence. 

The first experiment (BASE) is the base case. In this run, the quarterly rale of 
increase in the INVEFF variable was equal to 0.52% for all firms. In thc sccond 
experiment (EXP2), the INVEFF variable was increased by 2.5% quarterly for five years 
(1983-1988) f or all plants in the engineering industries. (The rate of increase af ter 1988 
was at the "normal" level, i.e., 0.52%.) Given that INVEFF varies as widelyas between 
0.56 and 3.22 in the engineering industry in the BASE run, a 50 % increase over 5 years 
does not seem unreasonable. In the third experiment (EXP3), the INVEFF variable was 
increased by 2.5% quarterly f or five years f or 18 plants representing about 10% of the 
labor force in the engineering industries in 1982, the base year. These plants are 
dispersed throughout the distribution of plants in the engineering industry in terms of 
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all the variables analyzed.4 In the fourth and fifth experiments (EXP4 and EXP5), the 
INVEFF variable was decreased by 2.5% quarterly for five years for the same 18 plants 
and for all engineering industry plants, respectively. 

The results show that over a 15-year period (1982-1997), the output of the 
engineering industries grows substantiaIly faster in EXP2 and EXP3 than in the BASE 
case, while EXP4 and EXP5 do not differ significantly from the BAS E case. See Figure 
1. As f ar as the rank ordering among the various experiments is eoncerned, the results 
are very similar in terms of other variables as well. For example, labor productivity in 
1997 is higher in EXP2 than in EXP3 f or all plants and much higher in both cases than 
in the BAS E case. Figure 2 shows the level and rank ordering of plants in terms of labor 
productivity in 1997 in EXP3 and the BASE case. The level of produclivity is higher in 
every plant in EXP3 than in the BASE ease, and the rank order in g among plants is also 
affected. The level of labor productivity as weIl as relative position of plants are 
identical in EXP4 and EXP5. Predictably, the level of labor productivitv is lower in these 
experiments than in the BASE case, and the relative position of the affccted plants 
worsens. The results concerning the levcl and plant distribution of ratc,> of return show 
the same pattern as the results concerning labor productivity.5 

See Table l f or a marc detailed summary of the results. 

3.2 Illcreased Labor Prodllctivity Associated with New 111\'cSll11cnl (AITEC) 
Thcsc experiments are similar in design to the previous set. In EXP(l. MTEC is 

increased by 2,6% each quarter for five years for all plants in engineering industries 
relative to the BASE ca se, and for the 18 plants in EXP7. For symmctrv. MTEC is 
decreased by 2.6% quarterly for five years for all plants in EXP~ and f'lr 1;-( plants in 
EXP9, As indicated carlier, an incrcase in MTEC may be thought of as re~mlting from 
making better ehoiccs of new equipment, utilizing its potential mme fully, and 
integrating it better inta the overall operations of the firm, 

The pattern of results is generally similar to that in the 11'i\EFF cxpcrimenh 
concerning both output of engineering industries and rates of return. Lahor productivity 
is slightly higher in all plants in EXP6 than in EXP7 and substantially higher in hoth 
experiments than in the BASE case: until the very end of the 15-year ;,imulation there 
is not much difference hctwecn the BAS E case, EXP8 and EXP9. 

4 These plants are Åkermans Verkstad, one division of ASEA, Atlas Copco "l"ools AB. Bofors 
Defense \1aterials Division, Eldon Industrial Division, 5 Electrolux divisions, 4 Eflcsson division, Saab· 
Scania Automobile Division, and 3 Volvo divisions, 

5 An alternative way to model a similar aspect of economic competence is to cquip firms with better 
knowledge of their respective production functions, They can then set production and employment targets 
on the production function (rather than below it), namely where the slope of the production function is 
equal to the wage/net price ratio. In EXPIO, the 18 engineering industry plants were allowed to optimize 
in this fashion, and in EXPll, all engineering plants. As a result, the economy performed even better than 
in EXP2 and EXP3, respectively, in terms of all variables analyzed, This may be regarded as further 
evidence on the importance of exploiting existing resources as one aspect of economic competence, 
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3.3 lncreased FlexibiIity 
Flexibility of production systems is a subject which has been touched upon in several 

disciplines in the last decade, including production engineering and economics. 
Technological developments in electronics (especially in the area of numerical control) 
have created possibilities for flexible automation and pressures to increase flexibility 
of production systems as a result of a changing international competitive environment. 
(See Gustavsson 1984, Taymaz 1989, Carlsson 1989a and b, Carlsson & Taymaz 1990.) 

Although flexibility has been shown to be important for competitiveness at the 
micro, firm-level (American Machinist 1979, Edquist & Jacobsson 1988, Usui 1984, 
Suresh & Meredith 1985, Hutchinson & Holland 1982), the macroeconomic effects of 
flexibility have not been fully studied, although steps in that direction have been taken 
(Carlsson & Taymaz, 1990; 1991). One probable reason is that the tooLs normalLy 
available to economists are not suitable f or such an analy:o.is. MOSES offers an exception 
to this rule. 

One of the best conceivable methods f or the analy~i" (11' the cfr ects of flexibility 
would be to incorporate the manufacturing processes explicitly into firms' production 
functions. However, this requires detailed information \ln fifms' manufacturing 
characteristics. Since such data are not available, it is currently not meaningful to 
develop the model in this direction. Instead, we ha\'c mndified the produClion 
specification of the mode! so that it allows us to anal,,/(: t\\\1 important aspccls of 
flexibiLity: responsiveness or throughput time (the time required to convert inputs into 
output) and the leve! of work-in-process inventories in relJti\ln to output. 

The new production process specified to analy;e Iloihility is "imilar lo the 
investment specification: it is specified hy a lag function. \1\HC prcciscly, the re are now 
four "stages" of manufacturing. Firms buy inputs and keep inventories of input goods. 
Then they transform inputs to WIP3 (work-in-process at the .'>rd stagc); then WIP3 is 
transformed in to WIP2, WIP2 to WIPL and WIP1 to output !!\lods. (For a more detailed 
specification. see the Appendix.) There are now three tyrc" nf inventorie5: input. work
in-process (WIP3 + WIP2 + WIPl), and output. Flexihle firm" are ablc tn convert input 
inventories in a short time into output inventories. Thus there are three hencfits of 
flexibility: 

l) Flcxihle firms can adjust quickly to cbanges in the envir\lDment since they require 
shorter response times than others. 

2) They kcep less work-jn-process inventories. 
3) They do not need high levels of output inventories to smooth out unexpected 

changes in demand. 
Wc have run five experiments. The first one is the BASE run; in this case, the 

flexibility of all engineering plants is equal to 0.75.6 In the second experiment, we 
increased the flexibility of the same subset of 18 plants as in the simulations reported 

6 The flexibility variable can be interpreted as follows. It refers to both throughput time and the 
level of WIP inventories. If its value is 0.75. this means that the mean throughput time is 1.75 (0.75 + 1) 
quarters. (If its value is zero. all inputs can be converted into outputs within one quarter.) It also shows 
the Ievel of WIP inventories under steady-state conditions. If a firm with f1exibility 0.75 produces 100 units 
every quarter. then the WIP inventories are equal to 75 units (25 units at each stage). 
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above; this was done by reducing the throughput time f rom 0.75 to 0.10. In the third 
experiment, all engineering plants were made more flexible, the flexibility coefficient 
being reduced f rom 0.75 to 0.10 f or all plants. 

The fourth experiment is similar to the second one in that changes are made 
involving a subset of 18 plants. However, in this case we allow quantity adjustments in 
the engineering goods market. In the current specification of the model, firms produce 
the level of output planned at the beginning of each quarter, and prices are allowed to 
change only if total demand is not equal to total supply. If, after a uumber of iterations, 
demand remains higher than supply, firms have to reduce their output inventories below 
the "desired" levet. If the excess demand cannot be satisfied even af ter the reduction in 
output inventories, then the difference is supplied by imports. In this run, however, we 
have changed the specification so that, after a number of iterations in which prices are 
changed, engineering firms may produce morc. depending on their input inventories, to 
satisfy excess demand. Note that flexible firms have an advantage in this case since they 
can produce more than other firms, thanks to their shorter throughput time. 

The fifth experiment is similar to the previous one excepl that the flexibility of all 
engineering plants is increased. 

Finally, all experiments were re-run under (stochastically) fluctuating ehanges IU 

foreign priees to exarnine the impact of uncertainl\ on thc hcndils of f1exibility. 
The experiments can be summarized a~ f()Il(1W~. 

Experiment Specification 
FLEX 1 Basc case 
FLEX4 Base + fluctuating f ()rei~n price\ 
FLEX2 Base + increased fkxihility (11' IX planb 
FLEX3 FLEX2 + fluctuating f(,rcign prico 
FLEX5 Base + increased flcxihility of all engineering plants 
FLEX6 FLEXS + fluctuatinQ. f,'reign prices 
FLEX7 FLEX2 + quantity adjuqments 
FLEXX FLEX7 + fluctuatin~ foreign price\ 
FLEX9 FLEXS + quantity adjuqments 
FLEXIO FLEX9 + fluctuating foreign prices 

The main results of the flexibility experiments are summari:red in Table 2. In the 
"normal price" runs, FLEX7 achieves the highest growlh rales in vinually all the 
variables with the notable exception of the rale of return in both the engineering 
industry and manufacturing as a whole; as a resull, the investment levcl is also lower in 
this case (investment being endogenously determined). 
In the "fluctuating price" cases, FLEX9 dominates similarly, also with lower rates of 
return and lower investment than in the other cases. 

3.4 Overall Comparison of the Simulation Results 
In Table 3, a comparison is made of the results for each type of experiment of the 

cases in which all engineering plants are subject to a f avorable change. In each case, the 
change has a favorable impact relative to the base case (no change), as expeeted. The 
rate of growth of output (of engineering goods, manufactured goods, as weil as GNP) 
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increases. The rate of growth of labor productivity increases, as does the average annual 
rate of return, particularly in comparison to the interest rate (determined endogenously 
in the model). 

The results indicate that a 50 % increase over 5 years in the INVEFF of all 
engineering plants leads to a 24 % increase in the industry growth rate (from 9.5 to 
11.8%) and a 29% increase in the labor productivity growth rate over 15 years, compared 
to the BASE case. A similar 50 % increase for a sub set of 18 plants (representing 10 % 
of industry employment in the base year) leads to a 13% increase in the industry growth 
rate and a 19% increase in the labor productivity growth rate. 

The table also shows that a 50 ck, increase in INVEFF over 5 years leads to a higher 
rate of aggregate labor productivity growth (EXP2) over the 15-year experiment than a 
similar 50 % increase over 5 years in incremental labor productivity (EXP6). The 
aggregate engineering industry output growth rates show similar differences in these two 
experiments. The results imply funher that such alabor productivity increase has an 
impact similar to that of a sub:-,tantial increase in flexibility. 

The overall impression on<: I!ct~ from these results is that changes in firm behavior, 
reflecting changes in their economic competence, may have the same macroeconomic 
impact as fairly substantiaI chanl!es externai to the firms (or to the economy), e.g. 
technological progress or foreil!n prices. At the very kast, the results suggest that 
internai changes within firms ma\ he d such importance that they cannot be ignored at 
the macroeconomic \eve!. 

The qucstion that arises. ni c\)ur~e. is whether changes in economic competence of 
the order of magnitude implicd in these experiments make sense. In other words, is il 
possib\e to translate the obtaincJ results from the modd to the real world? 

As indicated carlier, a chanl!e in lNVEFF may be the result of restructuring at the 
corporate or lower leveis. Given the restructuring constantly going on in industry, 
particularly in the form of merl!<:r~ and acquisitions during the last decadc, a 50 cir. 
change in INVEFF docs not ~eem excesslve. A similar increase in labor productivity is 
certainly not unreasonable. Thcre are nu merous exa mples of productivity increases of 
that magnitude in less than Svears. Similarly, lhere are numerous anecdotes about 
dramatic reductions in throul!hput times and inventories of the order of magnitude 
assumed here. The fact that in nnne of the experiments docs the distribution of plants 
become "skewed" even though cenain plants have been specifically favored or disfavored, 
is one indication that the assumptions are not too unreasonable. (See e.g. figure 2.) But 
a more comprehensive and systematic analysis of industry data in this regard should be 
illuminating and would see m lo he a suitable topic for further empirical research. 

4. Conclusions 

It was pointed out in the introduction to this paper that economic growth requires 
both technological progress and economic competence. In the first part of the paper il 
was shown that in a ten to fifteen-year perspective, very substantiai technological 
progress is required in order to yield the same macroeconomic results as f airly modest 
increases in economic competence. In other words, the allocation of resources within the 
production possibility frontier is at least as important as pushing out the frontier. 
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In the second part of the paper, a more thorough analysis of certain aspects of 
economic competence and their role in the macroeconomy was undertaken. An important 
implication of the results, if borne out in further analysis, is that while it cannot be 
denied that technological progress is essentiai for economic growth, the ability of firms 
to lake advantage of the business opportunities generated by new technology is probably 
just as imporlant. And while there is still a gap in out understanding of the linkages 
between technological progress and economic growth, the gap is even wider when it 
comes to understanding the role and nature of economic competence in economic 
growth. In fact, our study has just begun, and this paper represents only one of the first 
steps of what is likely to be a long journey. 

Another implication is that it might be advisable to shift the focus of economists and 
public policy makers away f rom being almost exclusively oriented towards generating 
technological progress towards being more concerned with the exploitation of business 
opportunities. It is sugge'>live that even though the United States outspent its economic 
rivals inindustrial R& D f or \cvcral decades, other countries, particularly Japan but also 
other countries such as Swcdcn. look advantage of new lechnology created in the United 
States, sometimes with mtlfe "uccess than the American firms. 
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Appendix 

The Swedish Micro-to-MacTo Modet! 

Overview of the M odel 
The miero-to-maero model is a simulation model of the Swedish eeonomy. It has been 
eonstrueted primarily to analyze industrial development. Therefore, manufaeturing is 
modeled in greater detail than other seetors. The manufaeturing sector is divided into 
four industries (raw material processing, intermediate goods, investment goods, and 
eonsumer non-durables). Eaeh industry consists of a number of firms, some of whieh are 
real (with data supplied mainly through an annual survey), and some of whieh are 
synthetic. Together, the synthetic firms in eaeh industry make up the differenee between 
real firms and the industry totals in the national aecounts. There are approximately 150 
real deeision-makin~ units covcring about 30 % of industrial employment and output, 
and about 50 synthctic units.R 

Firms in thc modd constitutc short and long-run planning systems for production 
and investment. Each quarter. caeh firm begins by forming price, wage, and sales 
expectations and a profit margin target. These expectations and targets are then used as 
inputs into thc production planning process in whieh eaeh firm sets a preliminary 
produetion/empltlymcnt plan. The ba~ic inputs to this planning process are (1) the firm's 
initial position (l<:vd of cmploymcnt. inventories, etc.), (2) a specifieation of the feasible 
produetion/emplovmcnt ct)mbinations (determined by past investments), i.e. the firm's 
produetion function. and (3) a set of satisfactory production/employment eombinations. 

The firm's initial (ex a Il (e) production and employment plans need not be eonsistent 
with those of other firms in the mode!. lf, for example, the aggregated employment plans 
f or all the firms cxcccd the number of workers available at the wage levels the firms 
intend to offer. an adjustment mechanism is invoked to ensure ex post eonsistency. In 
case of labor, thc adjustment takes place in a stylized labor markel, where the firms' 
employment plans confront those l)f other firms as weil as labor supply. The labor supply 
is treated as homt)g.eneous in the mode!. i.e., labor is recruited from a common "pool" 
but can a1so be recruited from other firms. However, the productivity of labor depends 
on where it is employed. This process determines the wage leve\. which is thus 
endogenous in the mode!. In a similar manner, firms' production plans are revised af ter 
a market eonfrontation in the domestic product market, and domestic prices are setY 

There is also a capital market where firms compete eaeh quarter for investment 
resourees and where the rate of interest is determined. (However, in the simulations 
reported in Seetion 2 in the main text, the rate of interest was determined exogenous1y.) 

7 This presentation draws on Eliasson (1989) and Albrecht & Lindberg (1989) in Albrecht et al. 

( 1989). 

8 The 150 real decision-making units represent divisions within the 40 largest manufacturing 
companies plus several medium-sized firms. 

9 There is also an export market whose specification need not concern us here. 
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Given this interest rate, firrns invest as much as they find it profitable to invest, in view 
of their profit targets. 

Other sectors in the model are a government sector, a household sector, and a 
f oreign trade sector. There are also sectors f or agriculture/f orestry /fishing, construction, 
oil, electricity, services, and finance, although these are not explicitly modeled. 

The exogenous variables which determine the potentials attainable in the model are 
the rate of technical change (which is specific to each sector and raises the labor 
productivity associated with new, best-practice investment -- see further below) and the 
rate of change of prices in export markets. The rates of change of these variables are 
held identical in all the simulations repor ted here. What drives the model is the incentive 
system implicit in the feedback mechanisms (particularly in the labor and product 
markels). 

II should be noted further that firms which are unable to reach their profit targets 
or who~c net worth becomes negative, exit from the industry. 

The parts of the model most pertinent for our present purposes are presented below. 

The Ohjccti\'c FUllcrioll 
BascJ nn markcl requircments and its own past experience, the firm i sets a target for 
its ralc of rclurn on cquity during lime period t: 

I UK R, \1,,0,, - Pi + P T f"<P,, (l) 

whcrc 
R: I 

M, 
(J. 

P 
O'K 
P 
f 0' 

R ~ 

= rate of rcturn on equity (nominal) 
profit margin on sales 
\~t1c~/tolal as<,el ratin 
rale nI' Jcprecialion of capital in sector j (exogenous) 
ralc of pricc change of capital goods (exogenous) 

~. c , 

C R" 
rate of rdurn nn total capital 

(2) 

r rirm'\ horrowing rate (delcrmincd exogcnously in the simulations reported 
here and set cqual for all firms) 

<P, =- deht/cquity ratio 

Expec lal i ons/ Targel s 
Expeclations are generated on an annual basis with quarterly modifications concerning 
percentage changes in sales, prices, and wages f or each firm according to the formula 

(3) 

where EXPI;t and EXPX;t stand for "internally" and "externally" generated expectations, 
respectively, and V;t is the variable ab out which expectations are being generated. The 
externally generated expectations and the weighting factor (O s R s 1) are treated as 
exogenous parameters, whereas the internally generated expectations are determined by 
the firm's previous experience with respect to each variable. 
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In a stmilar manner, targets are set for the firm's profit margtn: 

TARGM it = MHIST" " (1 + EPS,), (4) 

where MHIST't is determined by the firm's "profit margin history" as weil as the actually 
realized profit margin in the previous period, and where EPS, is a constant forcing the 
firm to increase ils profit-margin target as compared with its historical perl ormance. 

The Long-Run Produclion Function 
There are two production functions in MOSES, one short-run and one long-run. The 
short-fUn production function is used in quarterly production planning in the firm and 
will be presented bclow. 

The long-run production function for each firm in MOSES is of the following form: 

QTOPit 

Q't == QTOP,," 11 - e (5) 

where potential output (in physical units) 
thc maximum level of output which is approached asymptotically 
when infinite amounts of labor are used, given a certain levc1 of 
capita! stock. 

TEC" == state of technology 
L" firm employment, and 
t rders to the time period. 

The on ly factar of production which is explicit in this function is labor. However, the 
p\\tential nutput, and hence the productivity of labor, is determined by the state of 
l<.:chnology TEC, and QTOP i ,. The exponential term in equation (5) represents the 
degrec of technjcal inefficiency in the firm. Thc state of technology at time t in each 
firm is determined by the previous period's state of technology, the amount of capita l, 
and the kvcl of productivity of new capita!: 

TEet 

where 
MTECjt 

QTOPit 

t..QTOP i , 

INVit 

INVEFFit 

MTECjt.1"(1 + oJ; 
QTOP",,"[l - Pi] +t..QTOP,,; 
INVit"INVEFF,,; 

(6) 

(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

investment made in previous periods and which comes on stream 
in period t; this is determined endogenously in the model (see 
eqns. (12)-(17) below); 
the efficiency of newly installed capital (see eqns. (16) and (17) 
below); 
the level of labor productivity associated with new capital in 
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sector j; 
the (constant) rate of change of MTECjt in sector j; exogenous; 
this parameter is allowed to vary in the first set of simulations 
below. 

J 1, .. ,4; 
1 raw material processing sector 
2 intermediate goods manufacturing sector 
3 investment goods manufacturing sector 
4 consumer goods manufacturing sector. 

Several things should be noted about this production function. First of all, capital 
en ters indirectly via its effects on labor productivity. Each quarter, firms decide on their 
level of investment (see below). This investment incorporates best-practice technology 
which is available to all firms in each industry; the best-practice technology improves al 
an exogenously determined rate (b j) which varies from industry to industry. However, 
since the efficiency of newly installed capital (INVEFF,,) varies among firms, the 
increase in labor productivity resulting from each investment dollar varies f rom firm to 
firm. Technological change can therefore be regarded as embodied in new capital, but 
with the benefits varying individually among firms. The differences in labor productivity 
that exist initially may increase or decrease over time depending on how the firms fare 
in the markets, how much they invest, etc. 

Sceondly, note that OTOPi" the maximum output attained asymptotically whcn 
infinite amounts of labor are used, is not affected by TECiP (The productian function is 
illustra ted in Figure 3.) However, with a better state of technology, the curvature of the 
production function is increased so that the asymptote is approached more quickly (eL 
broken curve in Figure 3). 

Thirdly, by hiring more labor, firms can raise their output (although at a diminishing 
rate): this is represented by movcment along Oi" OTOPit is lowered duc to the 
depreciation of capital and raised duc to gross investment. lO 

Thus, there are threc factors which determine the growth of potential output, namely 
the lcvcl of investment INV,,, the efficicncy of new ly installed capital (INVEFFit ), and 
the rate of depreciation of capital Pj' 

Short-Run Productioll Planning 
Thc quarterly productian planning in thc firm starts with the profit target TARGM" 

which has to satisfy the minimum criterion 

TARGMit (10) 
where 

the wage rate the firm expects to pay f or the current 
quarter; 

L/ = expected employment in the firm; 

10 For further information on capacity utilization in Swedish industry as represented in MO SES, see 
Albrecht (1979). 
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EXPP;, the net price the firm expects to obtain for its product (net of 
input goods) 

S;,c expected sales volume. 
The f easible output, given the firm's labor force at the beginning of the period, 

is determined by the short-run production function 

Os 
" where 

) (11) 

feasible output volume during the quarter; 
"Residual slack fraction", or the ratio between potential 
and actual output. This is updated quarterly. 

The short-run production function is the same as the long-run production function, 
except that the slack variable nowaiso enters in. For various reasons, firms operate 
below their potential in the short run (via RESi')' just as they do in the long run (via 
INVEFFIt ). 

It should be noted that OTOP;! *' (1 - RES;,) corresponds to a standard measure 
of capacity, i.e., the potential output from existing facilities. There is normally some 
degree of slack (or X-inefficiency -- cL Leibenstein 1966). If the firm comes under 
pressure to fulfill its targets, it reduces the slack. Conversely , lack of pressure may lead 
to increased slack. 

The short-run production planning is illustrated in Figure 4, where the set of 
simultaneously satisf actory and feasible combinations of output and employment is given 
by the shaded area. Suppose that, given its initial employment, the firm cxpeets to scH 
a certain volume of output and that, after adjustment for desired inventory change, this 
results in the quarterly output plan Oi,e. Then the point (Oi,e, L.,C) becomes the trial 
outputjemployment combination. If this point is inside the feasible and satisfaetory set, 
the n that point is adopted as the productionjemployment plan. If, on the other hand, it 
does not lic within that area, adjustment mechanisms of the sort indicated above f or the 
determination of the employment level are called into play. 

Determination oj Investment 

\NOTE: THIS SECTION DESCRIBES THE VERSION OF THE MODEL USED IN 
THE SIMULA TIONS REPORTED IN SECTION 2 IN THE MAIN TEXT. IT WILL 
BE REVISED TO INCORPORATE THE CHANGES MADE FOR THE 
SIMULATIONS REPORTED IN SECTION 3 ABOVE.} 

Therc are three kinds of assets in MOSES : fixed assets (Kl), liquid and other current 
assets (K2), and inventories (K3). The funds available for investment are calculated in 
the following way: 

FUNDS" CASH" + DESCHBW h - DESCHK2h , (12) 
where 



CASH" 

DESCHBWi, 
DESCHK2it 
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the quarter's cash flow (determined elsewhere in the 
model) 

the desired ch ange in debt (or borrowing) 
the desired change in liquid assets; these assets are kept as a 

buffer against temporary fluctuations in sales and hence are 
directly related to the value of sales. 

DESCHBW it is determined in the following way. The desired change in the 
firm's total borrowing is proportional to existing debt with the factor of proportionality 
dependent on the "internal-external interest margin:" 

where 
DESCHBWi, 

BW i , 

a 
f3 

BWit *' {a + B *' (QRRij4) + pK - (r/4)J (13) 

the firm's total borrowing; 
a constant (here set equal to 0.017); 

== a constant (exogenous): il is one of the parameters whose value 
is allowed to vary in one set of simulations bclow. 

the firm's rate of return beforc taxes (a fraction on a 
yearly basis); 

quarterly relative price increase for investment good s; 
rate of interest on firms' borrowing. 

If DESCHBW" should exceed a certain (exogenous) fraction of BW,,, it is capped 
at that level. If the desired level is less than that, the firm goes on lo delermine whether 
or not its capacity utilization rale is such that it wants to borrow for investment during 
the current quarter. The criterion is 

where 
1 - rt * {UTREF - QiJ(QTOP,," (l - RESi,)I} ::::: O, (14) 

rt == a constant clasticity (exogenous); this parameter is allowed to vary in 
the third simulation set bclow. 

UTREF == a "reference" level of capacity utilizalion: a conslant whosc 
value is set equal to 0.85 in these simulations. 

Qi' (aclual) quarterly production of the firm. 

Thc quarler's investment expenditures are then determined by 

INvEST" == max [0, (CASHi' + CHBW" - DESCHK2;,)] (15) 

where CHBWit is the actual change in borrowing of the firm in the current quarter. 
Should CASH" + CHBW,t - DESCHK2,t be negative, the firm foregoes investment, and 
the liquid assets bear the adjustment. 

The investments in the current quarter do not affect output until at least three 
quarters later, as determined by the exogenous parameters of a delay function. Thus, 
INvi, coming on stream in the current quarter are the result of INVESTi,.3' 

Having thus determined current investment, the investment efficiency parameter 
INVEFFit is determined: 
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(16) 

where QPit is the firm's sales price during the quarter (comprising an average of foreign 
and domestic sales), and where Kl;1 has been updated according to 

(17) 

Thus, INVEFF;, is essentially the firm's incremental output/fixed capital ratio. 
It may vary over time and among firms for a variety of reasons, including "structural" 
differences such as differences in type of production, production processes, and degrees 
of vertical integration. It may also vary because of differences in management techniques 
and approaches, the amounts of resources devoted to "soft" capital f ormation in the f orm 
of R&D, marketing, etc. Thus, it captures several of the elements of economic 
competence at the firm leve!. 
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Teble 1. Results of IWVEff and HTEC (xpc,i~ts 

BASt: EXP2 EXP3 [KP4 EXf>5 EXP6 EXP7 EXP8 EKW EXP10 E Xl' 11 

AI'lOI..I/II grOlolth of 
GilP 7:5 8.0 7.8 7.0 7.2 7.6 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.6 8.4 
MeNJfacturing 9.0 10.1 9.7 8.4 9.0 9.4 9.1 8.8 8.9 9.7 10.5 
Ra'JI l\'I8trls 5.9 6.5 6.4 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.0 6.4 7.3 
l ntef1'l')lX$i ate 8.9 9.2 9.0 8.8 9.0 9.1 8.8 8.8 9.0 9.3 9.4 
Capital goods 9.5 11.8 10.7 8.3 9.2 10.1 10.0 9.3 9.1 10.8 12.5 
Cons1..R'le r g oods 9. , 9.1 9.5 8.8 9.3 9.6 8.8 8.7 9.1 9.2 9.0 

Productivity growth of 
Manu f a.c tur! ng 7.3 8.6 8.2 6.9 7.2 7.8 7.6 T.O 7.3 8.0 8.8 
hw Ntrls 95 10.~ 10.4 10.2 9.7 10.1 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.4 
[ntemediate 4.3 4.6 1..7 4.7 4.3 4.4 4.5 1..6 4.4 45 5.' 
Capi tal goods T.8 10.1 9.3 6.6 7.2 9.1 8.7 6.9 7.7 9.6 10.9 
C<)!'lSl..Jr)e r g oods 7.3 7.9 7.6 7.1 7.6 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.4 7.1 7.2 

lnvestl!le()t 
Hanufa.cturlng 41.8 45.5 44.8 41.5 44.4 45.6 40.0 43.1 41.3 43.4 55.4 
Capital goods 

Rate of retvro 
8.3 9.2 9.7 9.3 9.7 9.8 8.6 9.8 8.6 10.8 17.3 

"snuf actur ing 12.6 13.3 12.8 12.2 12.6 12.9 12.8 12.3 12.4 13.1 13.9 
Capi tal goods 13.9 \4.7 14.0 12.9 13.4 14.7 14.2 n.4 13.6 15.6 lT.S 

Interest rate 12.4 \1.8 \2.2 12.8 12.5 12.' 12.4 12.5 12.4 12.1 11.3 

Metes 
lM1T: Initial data at 1933 (other data for 1997) 
1: Bese 
2: 11/\I€ff t all efig ptrots 
3: II/\lEFF t 18 oog plants 
4: III\IEFF t IIll 
S: III\IEFF 1 18 

6: ~TEC r all 
7: ~TEC t 1a 
S: ~TEC l all 
9: ~TEC l 18 

10: 18 e1"l9 plants opt imi le 
11: all eng plants optimize 



Table 2. Rcsults of Ftcxibility Experi.cots 

fUXl FLEX2 flEX7 FLEX4 FLEX5 FlEX8 FLEXS flEX6 FlEX9 FlEX10 

~l grOllth of 
GHP 7.2 7.4 7.9 6.7 7.2 7.6 7.3 7.2 7.5 7.5 
Hanuf&cturing 8.9 9. i 9.6 8.3 9.0 9.3 8.9 9.0 9.4 9.3 
Rall r;etrl s 5.9 6.6 6.9 4.S 5.6 4.9 6.2 5.6 6.2 5.5 
[nternx:li ate 9.1 9.2 9.1 7.6 7.8 75 8.7 7.8 9.0 7.8 
Capitel goods 9.3 10.0 10.7 8.8 9.8 \0.6 9.5 9.9 10.7 10.7 
Cooroner goods 8.S 8.2 9.1 9.3 9.7 10.0 9.2 9.7 8.7 9.8 

Productivlty growth of 
Henuf ee tur i ng 7.2 7.3 8.0 6.7 7.2 7.5 7.3 7.3 7.7 7.7 
RIWIMtrlS 9.8 10.2 10.7 8.2 9.4 9.~ 9.4 8.5 9.3 1\.0 
I nterraedl ate 4.6 4.4 S.2 5.3 5.9 6.7 4.5 6.0 4.6 5.8 
~ital QOOds 7.2 8.0 8.1 6.4 6.8 7.0 8.0 7.1 8.4 7.5 
Consuoor goods T.l 6.9 7.7 6.6 7.0 7.2 6.9 7.1 7.4 7.2 

Irwe-stment 
~faeturfng 45.1 43.9 46.6 44.0 48.0 44.1 4\.8 45.1 1,5.7 50.0 
Cap I tel goods 9.9 10.8 10.9 10.4 11.7 10.1 9.2 10.1 11.3 12.6 

Rate of return 
Hanuf&Ctl.Jring 12.0 11.8 \2.2 12.4 12.9 12.3 \2.8 13.3 12.9 13.8 
Capita l goods 10.6 11.8 10.6 11. 1 12.2 9.9 14.1 13.7 13.9 14.4 

Interest rate 12.5 12.5 11.9 12.2 12.0 11.9 \2.t. 12.0 12.4 12.0 

h'otes 
No~l foreign prlces 

FLEX1: Base 
FlEX2: 18 eog plants flexible 
flEX5: all &ng plants flexible 
flEX7: 18 + ~ntity odjust~ntG 
flEX9: all + quantity ad jus t ment s 

fluctuatlng foreign priccs 
FLEX4: Bel><! 
FLEX3: 18 ens plants flexible 
fLEX6: ell eog plants flexible 
flEXB: '8 + quantfty &djust~ts 
fLEX10: all + ~nttty &djustmcntG 



Table 3. Comparison of Simulation Results 

Variable BASE INVEFF l1TEC FLEX 

Average annual growth rate 

GNP 7.3 8.0 7.6 7.5 

Manufacturing output 9.0 10.1 9.4 9. t, 

Engineering output 9.5 11. 8 10.1 10.7 

Hanufacturing productivity 7.3 8.6 7.8 /./ 

Engineering productivity '7 n 
: ~ O 10. l 9.1 8 " 

Average annual investnent 

Hanufacturing ~ l .8 ~5.5 45.6 45.7 

Engineering S.J 9.2 9.8 11.5 

Hanufacturing 12.6 13.3 1-2.9 12.9 

Engineering l J . S 14. 7 14.7 l] .9 

12.4 11.8 12. l 
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Rank Ordering of Engineering Industry Plants in Terms 
of Labor Productivity in the BASE and EXP3 Cases 



Figure 3. The Long-Run Production Function 
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Figure 4. Short-Run Production Planning 
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